
Solutions

1) Claim
-

i Ia cubiquitous lattice embeddingn=5.

proof:
Recall 7 lattice embedding if and only if

n =a
+(a+1)2 for some a=1.

Such a lattice embedding is given by

4(f) =ae, +(a+1)e2

4(f) =e,ez

We already showed thatif a=1(so n=st,

then 4 is cubiquitous.

We now show thatif all, y is notcubiquitous.
EX:a =2 ⑥

a
LetC =90,54+(6). We will show that Imerc =P.

Equivalently, we will show thataxty =dit

(a+1)x - y
=xz

has no integer solution ( x,1e 90.13.



Solving thesystemover IR gives:
-

[ I 2a+ 1!() - 16 ratin
2a+1

Hence thesystem has a unique solution:

x =k
y
=Aa+x,t

2a+1

Since a 22 and I, 12e 90,1, 1 +x, +xz < 3<2a+1

this X*I -> y is not cubiquitous.

2) Let z =EW.
For a unitcube C, let I demote the solid unit cube.

Let R =3 unit cubes c/ze [3
⑧ 0 O

Let 1 be thelattice generated by S. o 0 e

Note:alf XEK, thenW-x=K
-agewi

·
If xel, thanw-xe1

Hence Xe RM W-xEK1

Let xEK. Whatis theangle between x and W-x?

XeR =>x =peitEpeitiesfor sie [-1,.2



=>wx =eit pei-ie
thus x,w-x >=E+ Epeei-E

- Er+[k-181itRe

20 since Ep.En 2181

=>theangle between Xand waxis atmost90°

Now letyet. Whatistheangle between y and W-y?

ye => y
=Eyivifor some yick and W-y=E(kyi)vi-

n-1

<y,w-yz
=yilt-y:) ai - Egill-git)-E, Yir(t-gi) (since S is standard)

=y,(1 -y)(a,- 1) +Egilt-yi)(ai-z) +yn(-yn)(an- 1) - E(yi-gin)

CO /Since ai22 Fi and gilt-yi) =0 Fi)

=>the angle between y and Way is atleast900

Note thatcy,w-ys = 0 > each term in thesum is o

(yi =1F:a yi
=0ki

=) y
=0ar y

=W.

Hence if yt0,w, then the angle between y andwry

is greater than 90%



If Ep*' Ene* 181, thehave that(X,w-x <O
F XCR and<y,W-yc 20 F yel

It follows thatkn =0 => 1 is not cubiquitous.

IfEE**-101 and IRelk2.

then(X,w-x< 20 &x=R and <y,w-y>=0 Fyel

withequalityif and only if ye loiwh.

Note thatI has IIRHO unitcubes. Since Mek-1, it

follows thatICCR such that0, WKC.

Consequently (r =0. =>1 is notcubiquitous. e

3)Aswer:Icubiquitous embedding iff n=m+4 ar n =m.

We know thatIlattice embedding it and only if
n =ma +(a+1)" for some ato

Up to changing basis, itis given by:

y(f) =Faei+(aiem
i =1

Femeene
LetS =(y(f), --y(fm3. then S is a standard subset

m+1

and the Wu elementof SisW=(atte, Endei



Assume a F-2,1,1

of a is even, then (using therotation in prevous problem),

Er+ E=a +m)0 =10

· If a isodd, then

Er+ E* =maal30-101
In either case, by problem 2, y is notcubiquitous.

Now suppose a
= -1. then Er+ E* =0 = 181

Since w=-e, - zei, we have (Rel=m

If m=2, thenby problem 2, 4 is notcubiquitous.
If m = 1, then itis easy

tosee thaty

agrees (up toa change of basis) withthelattice

embedding given in theG = 1, m=1 case,

It remains toshow thatthe embeddings are

cubiquitous when a= -1 and a=0.

thisfollows from topological reasons.


